
info & feedback & foi request to be kept in johns file. 

Sender: johns dad, james stuart morris, 35 archer road, Redditch, b98 8dn, worcs, uk. 

 

 

please assume that all staff who are fit to work at your school, are also declared by myself 

fit to be given full unrestricted access to any and all documents that i may send you, if they 

so wish to read them. i will for ever be open, accountable, and transparent to all 

unconditionally. 

 

sorry about the chicken pox break. started friday night ish and by saturday night we knew 

for sure. we do know his cousin river had it, and my mum you met, his nan took them both 

to a waky warehouse a week or so before. she is still really bad with them still but john has 

recovered well as i knew he would. so it probably wasn’t anything to do with the school tbh. 

emma will talk to you about this if you so wish. 

 

spoke to john about thursday incident and tried again since - said he was good boy not 

hitting anyone didn’t get much more out of him than that tbh. we have had absolutely no 

problems at all with him whatsoever in his chicken pox week off as usual. thats what really 

concerns me he most that what you are reporting to us consistently is not what we 

experience at home consistently. anyway I digress,,, 

 

we are still waiting for our photograph. we did pay the money on their website and i think 

emmas got an email confirming this. we paid it the day we got the form i think. please let 

emma know if you need more info. 

 

would be willing to do crb check, or ANY form of check whatsoever, and give my 

unconditional full consent for this to take place, if you think this will help in resolving the 

issues in and around john. i will also be happy to pay for any expenses incurred. i 

personally believe an independent  internal enquiry is the best solution for an all round 

resolution. 

 

i did say to the deputy head that i believe an independent inquiry may be in order here and 

am now insisting on this. i didn’t go into detail, but the foi request may shed some light for 

you regarding my purpose, as well as these notes. i am not taking john out of this school. 

this is the right school for john. perhaps i may be of some help in the future, in one way or 

another. anyway, that is my intent, and that is my current purpose going forward. 

 

 



please inform the deputy head, this particular school is perfect for my gorgeous little 

cheeky chop chap you know as john, and him not being on a CCN(Complex 

Communication Needs) course is not a condition or pre-requisite or even mandatory to his 

attending this particular school as far as i am aware. or is it! 

 

please also inform the deputy head who along with the above said comment, twice tried to 

tell me, that perhaps this school isnt the right school for john. going forward, i would 

strongly suggest that perhaps her modis operanda (her reasons for saying this) might be a 

more prevalent and concerning issue for me right now, and perhaps something the 

independent  enquiry should be properly and formally be investigating. to be blunt, i have 

some other concerns that i will discuss with the relevant said authority in an independent 

enquiry at a later date. also i have no faith and trust in either the head, or deputy head, 

reaching any degree of accountability and transparency with me personally. on nearly 

every occasion while speaking to the head, and the deputy head especially, i have always 

always always, noticed the condescending derogatory, talking down to me like a child 

attitude they have had towards me. have other parents mentioned this. i have never 

experienced this from any other member of staff at the school. not a single one of the rest 

of the staff has even come to a close second to either the deputy head, or the head, in the 

way they talk down to me. even the nursery was amazing, second to none, and understood 

no to mean no, and didn’t treat me personally like a child. probably another reason now i 

will only deal with the deputy head, or the head in writing from here on in. 

 

emma is not uncomfortable at coming to meetings as the head had concluded all by 

herself and without any input from us whatsoever. but emma is in a lot of pain when she 

comes to the meetings as she is currently suffering with endometriosis (severe chronic 

abdominal pain). we don’t know where the head got that assumption from. this is a totally 

wrong and an un informed assumption on her part, and the head needs to learn to ask 

before assuming for and on a parents behalf in future. emma was not happy at all about 

this, and i have now recorded it here for future reference. 

 

We have arranged this meeting for Thursday 11" of November 2021 at 8:30am 

now in writing, please don’t ever again assume we can come into a meeting with as little 

notice as what you gave us. i did not do that to you. i gave you more time when you asked 

me for more time. i also told emma when i got home i wished i gave the head even more 

time than i already had. that is a mistake i made and it wont happen again. but i don’t think 

you were very fair to me at all here. 

 

From now on it can be taken as given by the school, that I will never expect a reply to any 

document I might give you now or in the future, in less the 5 working days so as to make 

sure you are given fair time to reply while dealing with your other day to day 

responsibilities’. This does not however include the foi request. 

 



FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUEST 

 

PLEASE CONSIDER ALL THESE QUESTIONS TREATED AS A FREEDOM OF 

INFORMATION (FOI) ACT REQUEST.  

Sender: johns dad, james stuart morris, 35 archer road, Redditch, b98 8dn, worcs, uk. 

 

 

foi - please allow yourself the usual 30days for a response. if you feel you need more time 

please please please just let me know, and i will gladly oblige. 

 

statistically - means i am asking for ratios or percentages, of what you think the answer is. 

im not asking for names and addresses so as to honour and respect any data protection 

issues you may be concerned about. 

 

going forward, it will be my goodly godly given intention, to help the school, and its pupils, 

in any way shape or form that i can, or am able to do so, even if it may not seem that way 

to some of you at times. you could say i am playing my part in what divine intention intends 

of me. 

 

if i ask a question, and this needs to be asked elsewhere with someone else, please just 

say so and direct me accordingly with a postal address in your answer thank you 

 

if i ask for someone other than the head to respond, please re-direct accordingly, and allow 

the respondee to do so directly and without interference or filter thank you. 

 

 

Q1 

is john getting his milk each day since it started 

 

 

Q2 

is john drinking his milk each day. 

 

 



Q3 

any comments on john and his milk and lunch would be greatly appreciated thank you. 

 

 

Q4 

who do i get in touch with regarding accountability from the head and deputy head if i wish 

to hold them accountable at a later date. who is their employer, line manager, etc. who are 

their positions directly accountable to, and who is their employer. 

 

 

Q5 

who do i get in touch with regarding general statistics of a more regional criteria. so if i 

want to ask someone how many children are in schools in redditch, and how many children 

are on CCN(Complex Communication Needs) courses, who do i ask? 

 

 

Q6 

what did the head mean by this... 

 

''You have stated in your letter that you do not wish to attend this meeting and would like 

written notes and details by all at the meeting.'' 

 

[[[ but as you put this after the above and for your ref... 

As the meeting is for your benefit to reassure you of Nicky Jame’s role and why we want 

her to work with your child, the meeting will be cancelled. 

...this could be a confirmation you accepted our consent withdrawn. ]]] 

 

for the public record: i did not want notes from this meeting. i NEVER EVER wanted the 

meeting. it was at emmas discretion and hers alone. i defer to her ALWAYS regarding 

john. she has final say. 

you imply i want notes of the meeting. you are wrong. i want nothing to do with the 

meeting. so when i raised this at johns return, you now know the relevant piece of text that 

i referred to. and in substance, my interpretation must be correct as in the next line you use 

Nicky Jame’s name. unless you now inform me otherwise. 

if Q6 is as a result of a simple typo on your part then an apology from the head to me will 

suffice as an answer to Q6. otherwise i want to know exactly and in more detail what was 

meant by this statement made by the head. 



 

 

Q7 

please supply exact photo copies of any and all notes taken down by the deputy head, 

while we were there at any of the meetings that took place between us. cant remember 

how many, but i want exact photo copies of all the notes the deputy head took down at 

each meeting, when emma or i were in attendance. just when we were there. any 

photocopying costs i will gladly incur. 

 

 

Q8 

please ask deputy head to respond. why did you say twice to me thursday that perhaps 

this was not the right school for john. please give written detail why you feel this way. 

 

 

Q9 

please ask deputy head to respond. one of Q8 had a comment attached saying that as we 

dont want john on the CCN(Complex Communication Needs) course, that perhaps this is 

not the right school for john. please give written detail and reference to where this is a pre-

requisite or a condition or mandatory upon attending this school. ask the deputy head to 

respond to this question with her side of the discussion, and with as much detail as 

possible please, that helped her arrive to these comments.   

 

 

Q10 

please ask deputy head to respond. what did you mean by you will not be allowed into the 

class even with the crb and checks as i am not a 'professional'. a professional what??? as 

much info again as possible please. 

 

 

Q11 

has this school, ever let a parent into the class, in the past, or present, with the intention or 

purpose of improving the relationship between the pupils and teachers, during school time. 

basically have you ever got parents help to help kids settle in from time to time, by letting 

them in the classroom.  

 

 

Q12statistically 

how many adults and how many pupils in johns class 



 

 

Q13statistically 

how many adults and how many pupils in whole school 

 

 

Q14statistically 

in johns class how many adults are teachers, teacher assistants, or other (please list all 

with totals) 

 

 

Q15statistically 

in whole school how many adults are teachers, teacher assistants, or other (please list all 

with totals) 

 

 

Q16 

who is this (as per quote from the head) 

Pastoral Support Plan will be implemented to help the child. This will initially be in place for 

six weeks and will be regularly monitored by a recognised service. 

 

 

Q17 

please list ALL third parties or persons involved in this school who are involved directly 

with pupils such as CNN Complex Communication Needs, Pastoral Support Plan, 

Behaviour Support Services, etc. 

 

 

Q18 

are all in Q17 crb checked and do you have the required proof of claim in your records to 

substantiate this. 

 

 

Q19a 

are all in Q17 professional as per deputy head definition. 

 



 

Q19b 

Please supply me a written copy of the deputy heads definition of ‘professional’ 

 

 

Q20 

are all in Q17 required by the school to get parental consent with lawfully required proof of 

claim. are parents always kept informed of these visits. do the parents have to sign 

something for this to take place. How is this recorded and where. 

 

 

Q21 

is there anyone in Q17 that the school does not have to get parental consent, to be given 

access to the pupils at your school. if so, by what authority is this acted upon. 

 

 

Q22 

where does the money come from to pay for CCN(Complex Communication Needs) please 

give detailed in depth description. 

 

 

Q23 

is there any other third parties or persons the school can call in to see the pupils on a one 

to one basis, and the school has to find the money to pay for that from their existing 

budget. please list all. 

 

 

Q24 

does the school ever leave a pupil alone with any third party or person or above mentioned 

entity at all in any way shape or form. so does a child ever see someone without an adult 

or teacher from the school present. 

 

 

Q25 

how much money is paid to CCN(Complex Communication Needs) out of the school 

budget, in a six month period. Please supply the last 2 years figures. 

 



 

Q26  

how much funds have been given over or paid to any and all in Q17. please supply a list 

with totals. Please supply the last 2 years figures. 

 

 

Q27 

how is money spent in Q26, reimbursed or forecasted at a later date, with regard to future 

funding requirements by the school. so how does the government get told we need more 

money because of the additional required services. how do you get this money back. 

 

 

Q28 

does the funding of Q26 happen at the expense, of everything else you have to do with 

your yearly annual budget. so do you ever have to spend less money on education, or 

resources, or anything else, because of the drain of Q26. 

 

 

Q29 

please supply a copy of your summary of accounts for the last two years or the ast 4, six 

month periods, that have already been previously submitted accordingly. 

 

 

Q30 

please give me you valued opinion on 'RSA Academies' and what you think they do for the 

school and especially the pupils. what part do they play in making your job easier. how do 

they help with funding. what are the benefits as well as the problems with such a trust 

setup. how do they help out the school. are they good value for money. what do they 

actually DO at the school physically. how big a part do they play. are they accountable. are 

they helpful. wouldn’t they be better placed here in redditch. 

 

 

Q32 

as far as i am aware the academies proposal was a disaster and no longer implemented 

as per the gov. 

as far as i am aware some of the structural buildings setup and built by the academies 

umbrella, later turned out to be so dangerous, and unusable, and a serious health and 

safety issue failing even the most basic requirements. 



did you know about this or were you ever made aware of this. 

have you ever had any issues with the RSA Academies Trust and something they have 

implemented, that you may not have done the same way, or you were not happy with. 

 

 

Q33 

what exactly is your relationship with the trust. please sum this up in your own words. 

 

 

Q34 

i believe there may be a better way to deal with kids playing up. i believe you may be 

misreading the signs from the kids so to speak. i believe that all outside forms of help can 

make mistakes just like you or i can. after all, they are only human too. i believe you may 

be jumping to conclusions that may be in error or not the best choices for the child at 

times. i believe there may be a better way to deal with kiddies new to school, and i strongly 

believe your policies or procedures and implementation of them may be gas lighting kids, 

neuro linguistically upsetting, confusing, upsetting, or even creating and manufacturing 

conflicts where there wasn’t any in the first place. and i also believe you are not qualified or 

employed to be making these decisions in the first place. i believe social workers and 

therapists or even doctors are more suitably qualified to deal with social, emotional, or 

mental issues and concerns, if and where there are any. i believe teachers are employed 

to teach. perhaps you should start suggesting to parents they take the kiddies to go see a 

doctor or a social worker instead of trying to make a diagnosis of sorts where you are not 

suitably qualified as i see it. just my opinion of-course, but nevertheless now recorded for 

future reference.  

this may be an unfair statement to present to you, and it most definitely is not a personal 

statement, but instead a more general criticism of how the current system seems to be to 

me.  

and so. If you wish to respond, please do, but if you feel it better placed for me to take this 

up with a relevant governing body politic please let me know who that body politic might be 

thank you.  

 

END OF FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUEST. 


